The landscape setting
*******

Footpaths
In the parish of

BRIDEKIRK
including

DOVENBY
and

TALLENTIRE

. . . of this rural West Cumbrian parish i/y both
varied and beautiful. A limestone ridge sweeps
down from Tallentire Hill, encircled by farmland
dotted with woods and stands of trees, to the
steep valley of the Derwent which, as it flows down
to Cockermouth, forms part of the parish
boundary.
From every footpath in the parish there are delectable
long views with intriguing glimpses of mountains
and sea, while the immediate surroundings offer
closer encounters with trees, hedgerow habitat
and vegetation, birds and animals.
Tallentire is centrally placed, a network of paths
radiating out to Bridekirk, Dovenby, and beyond
the parish to other settlements. Short walks are
plentiful, and there are many ways of combining
these into longer walks, within and around the
parish. We have a heritage which can be enjoyed both
by residents of the parish and by visitors. We
hope this guide will prove interesting and useful.

Follow the Country Code
*******

Walking the footpaths
*******
. . . well, they are called "footpaths", but don’t
expect to see paths across the fields. Access by
right of way over private land means that the
landowner ensures that the line shown on the map
is always available, clear of obstructions and
with gates and stiles available where necessary;
but underfoot, on the "paths" in our parish, you will
usually be walking over grassed farmland which
can present real difficulties, such as unavoidable
morasses of churned mud at field entrances in
wet times of the year, or rock-hard lumpy
surfaces after hard frost.
Strong,
warm,
waterproof
footwear
is
recommended. The progress of small children in wet
conditions needs care, they can flounder in heavy
going pasture land.
Dogs can be taken over these rights of way, but as
almost all of our paths cross grazing land for
cattle and sheep, great care is needed to control
dogs and minimise disturbance to farm animals.
Cattle and sheep on these local pastures are not so
used to walkers as they are, for instance, in the
Lake District National Park. Also, walkers need
to be aware that cows with calf at foot can be
aggressive, especially if dogs are/ present.
Your head may be metaphorically in the clouds, as
you gaze on the delights around you on these paths but remember - your feet could be in the mire!

So take care.

Enjoy the countryside and respect its life and work
Guard against all risk of fire/
Fasten all gates
Keep your dogs under close control
Keep to public paths across farmland
Use gates and stiles to cross fences, hedges and
walls
Leave livestock, crops and machinery alone
Take your litter home
Help to keep all water clean
Protect wildlife; plants and trees
Take special care on country roads.

This Guide is published by Bridekirk
Parish Council as a local voluntary
project.
The Parish Council acknowledges practical
assistance on the footpaths from the County
Council Rights of Way Improvements Programme, in
addition to earlier efforts by local volunteers
and/ landowners under the County Parish Paths
Programme. All the routes described have been
walked recently and, as far as we know,
Rights of Way information is correct, as at
January 2001.

Q. Bridekirk
N. Dovenby

Craggs to Bridekirk

Starting at the parish boundary on the E side of the
Dovenby Craggs-Tallentire road 100 m N of the A594
junction, enter the cart track beside a wood and almost
immediately cross a stepstile on your left. Walk up the
meadow to a wicket gate into the left edge of another
wood. Follow the path through the wood and then along
the hedge on your left. Go through a field gate and
proceed to another gate with a stepstile. Continue with
the hedge on your right to a cart track which leads to a
squeeze stile beside the Bridekirk-Dovenby road 0.7 km
E of the school. From the crown of this path (on a good
day) the highest land in England, the Scafells, can be
seen through the trench of Buttermere. (About 0.9 km)

P. Bridekirk

Road)

to A595 (Carlisle

Start from the fingerpost in the wall on the lane S of the
village (100 m N of Gale House) and walk up the centre
of the grass field towards trees and small limestone
outcrops. Look to the left in the wall ahead for a slim
squeeze stile into the next field. Walk up and over the
slope towards a hedge beside the main road where a
squeeze stile by a fingerpost gives access to the road.
(About 0.6 km) For a continuation to Cockermouth, see
route Q.
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This presentation of the guide is
in memory of John Thorpe

to Cockermouth

Start by a

fingerpost on the S side of A595, 200 m below the end
of route P (0.6 km above the Bridekirk road-end). Using
the steps, go over the wall into Wood Hall Park and walk
right on the high ground above the wooded slope to a
stepstile over a fence. Continue over grassland down to
and across the Park drive. Walk up the slope ahead,
keeping slightly right above a fence on your left and pass
through a squeeze stile with stone steps into the next
grassed field, with a wood on your left. Continue over the
next two stiles, crossing the parish boundary, and on
down the sloping fields towards Cockermouth. The path
emerges beside Walkers factory wall at Derwent Mills on
Wakefield Road, and a footbridge from the car park
carries the right of way over the river into Main Street.
The path gives spectacular views over the river and town
towards the nearby fells and the Lake District beyond.
(About 2.1 km from the A595 to Cockermouth, total from
Bridekirk via routes P and Q about 2.9 km)

R. Bridekirk

to Redmain

This path leaves
the SE side of the Carlisle road (A595) halfway between
the end of route P and the northerly Bridekirk road-end,
crosses the parish boundary within 100 m, and reaches
Redmain after a further 1 km.

S. Dovenby

Road to Townhead

This short
path from the W side of the Dovenby-Row Brow-Dearham
road 0.5 km S of Row Brow leaves the parish within 150
m and reaches Townhead in a further 0.4 km.

